Introduction

The linked papers from MacDonald, Halperin, and Rodewald provide an overview of childhood immunization from three authors who have extensive experience in immunization service provision, policy development and implementation, and vaccine and vaccination research. The distinction between vaccine and vaccination research is significant: the introduction of new vaccines requires that they be extensively researched, especially for their safety and effectiveness; the successful maintenance of immunization programs requires that the process of vaccination itself be researched. The latter includes research into the contributions health-care providers make to the process of delivering and administering vaccines, and the increasingly important interplay of the vaccine recipients, or their care-provider, in the immunization process.\(^1\)

In times of high disease prevalence, fears of disease are prevalent. Within today’s increasingly risk-averse society, once diseases are rare and no longer feared, fears over vaccine safety become predominant, surpassing the fears of the diseases that the vaccines are intended to prevent.\(^2\) Thus, a perverse situation can arise when parents reject vaccination, perceiving the dangers of vaccination to be more relevant to their decision-making than the fears of diseases that could potentially kill or permanently damage their children.\(^3\) Once diseases have become rare, parents can avoid any risks of vaccination, presuming that their children are safe through the contribution of those who have vaccinated their children. This option is short-sighted: if enough parents act in this way, then there will be sufficient susceptible children to sustain transmission of infection, which in turn may lead to more serious disease if it affects children at older ages.\(^4\)

Research and Conclusions

MacDonald, Halperin, and Rodewald cover broadly similar topics. MacDonald concentrates on describing the provision of immunization in Canada; Halperin covers similar ground, describing immunization arrangements in
Canada, but also reviews research – exclusively into vaccine safety issues; and Rodewald brings a U.S. perspective, drawing attention to the need for operational research in support of immunization programs.

Each author starts with the statement that immunization is one of the most cost-effective public health interventions. This is true because the long-established vaccines have traditionally been cheap and the diseases they prevented plentiful and serious. Under such circumstances, their use will be cost-effective when compared with other health interventions. However, as new vaccines are developed, they are coming to market at increasingly high prices, in part reflecting the high costs to industry of their development and the increasing cost of their manufacture, as regulatory authorities require higher standards of compliance with good manufacturing practice requirements. In the case of a vaccine to prevent rotavirus diarrhoea, a condition that affects almost all children but only mildly in industrialized countries, the greatest contribution towards its cost-effectiveness will be from the reduction of societal costs (e.g. economic costs as a consequence of parents taking time from work to care for ill children), not the disease costs. It should be noted that in developing countries this same disease kills millions of children annually. The vaccine’s availability in such countries will only come about if low prices there can be offset against high prices in industrialized countries, thereby possibly undermining their cost-effectiveness. In countries where vaccines are provided by national authorities, their prospects for introduction will be less promising if they do not compare well against other possible health interventions that can be obtained at lower cost. Thus, research on vaccination is increasingly bringing together disciplines of mathematical modelling to assess the impacts of varying strategies, along with economic analyses of such differing strategies.

MacDonald and Halperin both draw attention to the need for consistency in recommendations on vaccination, noting either varying national level recommendations or varying degrees of implementation of national recommendations at the local (provincial/territorial) level. Based on such disparities, MacDonald makes a strong plea for a national immunization strategy for Canada that would resolve problems of disparities between federal and local recommendations and provide consistent funding for all localities. Rodewald specifically draws attention to the adverse impacts that vaccine shortages have had in the U.S. and the need for a national program to purchase and stockpile vaccines to minimize fluctuations in their availability.

All three authors draw attention to issues of vaccine safety, emphasizing the adverse consequences of parental fears over safety concerns, especially when the bases for their fears may be groundless. Each quotes the putative association between MMR vaccine and autism, with Halperin reviewing much of the evidence that argues against such an association. More recent research, notably from Japan, pointing to increases in autism — despite the withdrawal of MMR (mumps, measles and rubella) in that country — adds to the assurances that the association is false. But some serious adverse events do very rarely occur after immunization and Halperin describes the process through which such events can be monitored in Canada. However, the Canadian scheme does not allow for estimates of the vaccine-attributable risk of such events, only the overall risk. There are techniques for measuring attributable risks, and although Halperin refers to results from such methods, techniques for assessing risks are most important in the current context of immunization research.

MacDonald, Halperin, and Rodewald in turn point to the need for policy-makers and program managers to communicate effectively with parents about immunization in order to inform parents’ decision-making processes. MacDonald and Halperin both refer to the experiences in the former Soviet Union with the resurgence of diphtheria to exemplify this importance, citing the abandonment of routine immunization as the
root cause of that epidemic. However, the causes were more complex than a failure to impress on parents the importance of routine immunization. While Halperin quotes studies that investigate the contributions that particular health-care professionals can make, and the importance of specific communication materials, MacDonald takes the opposite view, that what matters is giving information to parents, and that the mode of the message is less important. The Canadian authors also point to the work that has been done in Canada in producing materials to help parents with decision-making on immunization, but cite no evidence of how the material has been evaluated, or of its impact. In the United States, one study that sought to investigate parents’ attitudes to routine immunization was modelled on the routine surveys that are undertaken twice-yearly in the United Kingdom and are used to inform the communications strategy for that immunization program. In addition to routine U.K. surveys of parents’ attitudes, similar surveys are done of health-care professionals, and all immunization promotion materials are extensively pre-tested and the impacts of such materials evaluated. These forms of operational immunization research are going to become more important as immunization programs face increasing pressures, especially through doubts over the need for immunizations and their safety.

Implications

Immunization programs are now highly effective in controlling or even eradicating communicable diseases. New vaccines are being introduced, but these are proving to be much more expensive than long-established products, and the previous criteria of cost-effectiveness may not be so readily demonstrated. In the absence of many of the historically feared diseases, new fears over vaccine safety are becoming paramount, and may even threaten the success of long-established programs. Research designed to gain a better understanding of parents’ and health professionals’ attitudes is becoming increasingly important.
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